
 



 

A NIGERIAN  IN  CANCUN 
 
CROSSING AN OCEAN - QUESTING  SUCCESS 
 

   By  Hubert Williams 

 

 Playa Del Carmen, Mexico, March 18, 2016 -- Resplendent 

in an immaculate white uniform, with white-and-yellow cap, 

blue necktie, white belt and white shoes, this very dark-skinned 

Bellhop in a crowd of newly-arrived white guests was going 

about his functions with professional efficiency and speed, yet 

with the ease and grace of royalty. 

 When I espied him and moved in his direction to say “hello”, 

we were, at the time, the only two Blacks in the crowded and 

imposing Lobby of the magnificent Sandos Resort on Playa Del 

Carmen, Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico. 

 The first thoughts were that he must be Jamaican, as one 

usually encounters that island‟s nationals just about 

everywhere; with conventional thinking being that if he is a 

Black and appears where least expected, then he must be a 

Jamaican; and if not Jamaican, then Barbadian. 

 Nationals from these two major Caribbean tourism 

destinations traditionally have won preference for employment 

in the hospitality and several other major economic sectors in 

the larger countries “up north”. 

 It never even occurred to me that he might be Guyanese, for 

the South American Cooperative Republic is only now struggling 

with fledgling tourism, and whatever else it might be exporting 



clandestinely, it certainly doesn‟t have a surfeit of hospitality 

sector workers to send abroad. 

 As he saw me approaching, he halted whatever it was he 

was writing in a register, flashing bright white teeth in a broad 

smile. 

 Because my assumption on seeing him was that he is either 

Jamaican or Barbadian, my salutation was in English… “Hello 

There – How do you do?... Pleased to meet you,” and he replied 

in perfect English, “I‟m very well, thanks, and how are you?” but 

with neither Jamaican nor Barbadian accent, both of which I 

would recognize immediately. 

 I expressed to him my surprise at seeing a Black employee 

(the only one seen up to that time) in this major Mexican resort; 

and after the brief exchange of pleasantries, and a query that 

uncovered that he is Nigerian, we agreed to meet for a longer 

chat during his lunch break the following day. 

 This would turn out to be one of the most interesting chance 

encounters I have had at the Sandos Resort during repeated 

one-week stays there in recent years. 

 The resort itself is a sprawling property fronting the 

northern Caribbean Sea, across the water from the island of 

Cozumel, with over 800 nicely apportioned rooms and chalets of 

varying sizes; artistically designed large swimming pools 

strategically located, 12 restaurants, theatres, stores, gyms, 

spas, sporting facilities such as tennis courts and golf course for 

ensuring visitor comfort, relaxation and enjoyment. Lush 

canopied beds decorate the perimeter of some of the pools for a 

peaceful afternoon snooze following an exhausting swim. 

 Unique to this huge and physically very attractive property 

is its emphasis on conservation and care of the environment… 

the manicured gardens, the flowers, the birds, the tame animals 



– even a “Cat City” (Ciudad de Gatos) with small individual 

houses for its “residents” and which guests delighted in touring 

to „pet‟ the unafraid and very tame cats. Yet no cat poop could be 

seen anywhere on the property.  

   

 
 

 Its beachfront certainly exceeds 30 meters (100 yards) from 

grass verge to the water‟s edge; and the fine white sand is 

perpetually flattened and impeccably patterned several times 

daily with special tractors. Only at Cancun have I seen a beach 

so broad, with sand so white and fine. But, of course, I have not 

travelled all the world. 



 Trash is a foreign concept on Playa Del Carmen. The truth 

is that tourists tend to adapt. If they see none, they discard 

none. And if the sole miscreant drops a plastic cup or other trash 

on the sand, eagle-eyed beach staff appear – seemingly out of 

nowhere – to pick up and put away in special garbage 

receptacles.  

 I know that the system functions well because I put it to the 

test by dropping an empty plastic cup during one of my early 

morning walks on the beach, just to see what happens. Very 

rapidly it was collected and trash-bagged. 

 The high style of this facility, excellence of its services, great 

friendliness and high efficiency of its ever-smiling staff serve to 

emphasise the strong competition jurisdictions like Cancun 

present to the much smaller tourism destinations in the 

English-speaking Eastern Caribbean.  

 There were not only many guests from the USA at the 

Sandos Resort, but also from Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and all 

the way from Argentina – every one of them flying past the 

Caribbean islands and up north to Cancun. And, remember, 

Cuba as an attractive competing low-priced mecca is yet to 

really come back on stream. 

 Of course – and of this the CARICOM countries need take 

greater note – the language matters.  Today‟s hotel staffers – 

even at the lower levels – need to be able to speak more than 

just the “mother tongue”. 

 Some days I walked the beach for miles and miles, 

observing other fabulous resorts and hotels; and a count on the 

map of the Yucatan Peninsula of which Playa Del Carmen is a 

part pinpointed 83 major tourism facilities on the Peninsula‟s 

Caribbean coastline.; and there is still much empty beach 

frontage for further development 



 Other factors that should be of considerable interest to the 

Eastern Caribbean were immediately evident the day my family 

group of 9 arrived at the Cancun Airport from Boston, 

Massachusetts. 

 My rough - and possibly inaccurate - estimate of a very 

crowded place was that there were about 6,000 visitors in the 

large Arrivals Hall and we dreaded a dreary and extended wait 

before being „cleared‟ to exit the building and enter Mexico; but 

were very pleasantly surprised at the rapidity with which 

immigration officers at the 35 kiosks kept the queues moving 

and quickly cleared‟ the visitors through. It was the same with 

Customs… again, a grand lesson for the Eastern Caribbean. 

 Were we headed for the Grantley Adams International 

Airport the family would have had to complete 9 lengthy 

immigration forms, with each closely checked for entry. Cancun 

required just one. 

 From the airport, about an hour on the highway got us to 

the Sandos Resort where I had my first sighting of the easily 

distinguishable and immaculately attired lone Black among the 

bellhops as he worked with colleagues greeting guests and 

organizing the movement of luggage into rooms and chalets 

across the widespread property. 

 Twelve-seater vans and large open-sided golf course-like 

trolleys each seating 10 constantly traverse the property day 

and night for the ease of movement of guests to the many 

restaurants, places of entertainment, stores, spas, gyms, golf 

courses, swimming pools, games rooms, special children‟s play 

areas, and other activities. 

 At the time appointed when we first met, the lone Black 

bellhop (who I later learnt has been repeatedly rated by guests 

in a management survey as the most outstanding) sat down to 



tell me his fascinating tale of transitioning from a small town in 

Nigeria, West Africa, to Mexico in North/Central America, 

though he knew no Spanish. 

 Idris Ismail Lawal, born in Lagos on August 1, 1979, is a 

scholar, teacher, engineer and adventurer who outgrew the 

limitations of his own environment, put a map of the world 

before him and, after considering many countries, chose Mexico 

across the Atlantic Ocean, as the one to which he would like to 

relocate, and try to make a future for himself and his 6 young 

children. 

 He was trying to rise above the accomplishments of his 

parents – a small businessman dad, Isiaka Babatunde Lawal 

(now deceased) from Ibadan in Oyo State, whose productivity in 

trading did not match his proclivity with numerous partners, 

hence low profits, many children, almost all of whom Idris had 

never met. He was considered a person of some influence, as he 

also was in the cattle business, buying and selling stock in 

Ibadan City and rose to the position of Chairman of the 

Transportation Union there. 

 Idris‟ mother, Mulicat Abosede Olasupo, an even smaller 

entrepreneur in the retail trades than his dad (buying and 

reselling various produce), did her best for the children of her 

household, though two of them are now deceased. 

 Thus, life was not easy for him as a boy. However, he was 

bright and always sought knowledge, recalling during our 

conversation that he was the best student in class at the 

government primary school in Ogun State, and rose to become 

Head Boy. 

 He thereafter advanced to the Adelagun Grammar School in 

Ibadan. However, following his father‟s death, he had to be sent 



to the lower-rated Ifo High School to complete his six years of 

secondary education. 

 For a few years after that, Idris was engaged in various jobs 

in the Private Sector to get money; also doing some teaching 

stints in schools, as well as privately tutoring students at home, 

especially in mathematics and physics. 

 Idris eventually gained admission to the Osun State College 

of Technology from which he quickly gained the Ordinary 

National Diploma in Mechanical Engineering; and while there 

was very active in the institution‟s affairs, becoming Vice-

President of the Students Union‟, and widely known as a peace-

maker at the College. 

 He also continued home tuition of younger students. The 

lessons were free, but students did at times provide him what he 

referred to as some forms of non-monetary compensation. 

 Following his two years at the college, he was employed as a 

fulltime teacher in a secondary school; and also continued to 

provide lessons at his home. 

 He later gained admission to the Polytechnic in Lagos to 

complete studies for the Higher National Diploma in Mechanical 

Engineering, after which he spent a year in the Nigerian Youth 

Service Corps; then back in the education stream as Head of 

Science at the Mamara Girls Grammar School at the city of 

Wukari in Taraba State. 

 Various jobs followed: Engineer at the Nigerian Port 

Authority; Operations Field Manager at the affiliated Standard 

Organization of Nigeria, assisting the Chief Supervising 

Engineer; then establishing his own business vending metal 

plates and acquiring machinery to bend metal rods. 



 Nevertheless, boredom and dissatisfaction with progress 

bothered him and a decision was made to migrate…  but to 

where? 

 That was in 2012. He scanned the world map, studied 

various countries, the performance of their economies, and the 

prospects of legal entry. 

 “I became fascinated with Mexico, and was impressed that 

the country‟s economy had achieved sustained growth over the 

previous four years. Despite not knowing Spanish, I decided that 

my relocation would be to Mexico.” 

 He applied for a visa at the Mexican Embassy in Abuja and 

encountered no problems in it being granted. He landed in that 

great metropolis Mexico City, of which Wikipedia says… 

 “According to the most recent definition agreed upon by the 
federal and state governments, the Greater Mexico City 
population is 21.2 million people, making it the largest 
metropolitan area in the Western Hemisphere, the tenth-largest 
agglomeration, and the largest Spanish-speaking city in the 
world.) 

 Idris found life for a Black non-Spanish newcomer very 

difficult in Mexico City and after just four days, decided enough 

was enough; caught a bus and was out. He wasn‟t sure where to; 

but kept moving by bus for two days.  Eventually, he came upon 

Cancun “which looked such a lovely place… great tourism, 

beautiful buildings, very nice people”. 

 It was a place such as this that had haunted his dreams. 

The decision to stay was automatic. 

 And he quickly found work, not in his professional field as 

an engineer, but what he chanced upon might also be considered 

a form of engineering. For the first six months he worked as a 

therapist, massaging tourists on the beach. 



 At the point at which his visitor‟s visa had almost expired, 

he applied in person for a job at the Sandos Resort, was 

lengthily interviewed and immediately employed. He is rated 

now as its outstanding Bellhop, with the Resort‟s records 

containing 14,460 complimentary written comments about him 

by guests. 

 Before we parted… Idris and I…, my crucial question to him 

was where had he learnt Spanish, for to me he sounded very 

fluent in communicating in the language with colleagues and 

guests. 

 His response surprised. He had known no Spanish prior to 

relocating in 2013. However, on arriving in Mexico, he soon 

discovered that there were great similarities between Spanish 

and Nigeria‟s Yuroba language which he knew well.  

 “There are so many similarities between the Spanish and 

Yuroba alphabets that in no time I was understanding and 

learning Spanish. Now, after three years, I‟m fluent and that 

has really helped in my work.” So, he is fluent in English, 

Yuroba, Hausa and now Spanish 

 And of the future? He is applying for permanence, intends 

to seek employment in the oil and gas industry, for which his 

engineering qualifications suit him, then bring his six 

youngsters over to his new and fascinating home across the 

ocean from Nigeria. 

 Because throughout our conversation Idris made no 

mention of having a wife back in Nigeria, I expect that in time 

he will marry one of those remarkably pretty Mexican women 

and in so doing easily, and legally, resolve the issue of his 

status. 

 

=====  ENDIT =====  


